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Newest 5w portable nail dryer machine with battery 

Manufacturers 

Wholesale 5w portable nail dryer machine cordless curing lamp with 3 LEDs. This nail 
lamp is super easy to use especially for personal,even kids,students that it is no harm to 
health light is dual source work for gel drying only.When you don’t have spare time to dry 
gels,It can be take out convenience to any other places. It is also one of the most hot 
item from 2020 our factory has sold more than 650k in several months. Attaining 
consumer satisfaction is our company's purpose without end. We will make wonderful 
endeavours to produce new and top-quality merchandise, satisfy your exclusive 
requirements and supply you with pre-sale, on-sale and after-sale services for Wholesale 
China Fast Cured Portable Nail Dryer Machine Wholesale, We sincerely welcome equally 
overseas and domestic business partners, and hope to operate along with you during the 
close to foreseeable future! Wholesale China Beauty Device and Beauty Products price, 
We focus on providing service for our clients as a key element in strengthening our long-
term relationships. Our continual availability of high grade products in combination with 
our excellent pre-sale and after-sales service ensures strong competitiveness in an 
increasingly globalized market. 

 

Portable Nail Dryer Machine 

Wholesale 5w portable nail dryer machine 
cordless curing lamp with 3 LEDs. This nail 
lamp is super easy to use especially for 
personal,even kids,students that it is no 
harm to health light is dual source work for 
gel drying only.When you don’t have spare 
time to dry gels,It can be take out 
convenience to any other places. It is also 
one of the most hot item from 2020 our 
factory has sold more than 650k in several 
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Parts instruction 
1. Timer Buttons 

2. 3 pcs Beads 

3. Shell 

4. PCB 

Packing list 
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1.UV Lamp(One set) 

2.USB Cable(optional) 

3.Manual 

1. Direction For USE of 5w portable nail dryer machine 

with battery 

*Press ON/OFF button. 

*Press button of timing 10s or 20s for nail salon drying. 

*Put fingernail under UV light and it will cure gels in selected time. 

*Please don’t use it for a long time ‘cause it normally drys nail in 30s. 

*Please keep micro usb cable in connected before doing a salon. 

*Please keep it in a dry and cool place to protect battery 

*Please keep it from baby 
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2. Product Parameter (Specification) of 5w portable nail 

dryer machine with battery 

Function Timer,battery Manufacturer Atocnail TK1 

Type Nail art tools ODM Customization Yes 

3. Product Feature and Application of 5w portable nail 

dryer machine with battery 

• PORTABLE DESIGN: It can storage space for you, mini nail lamp is easy to carry and 
easy to fit into the handbag.You can also place it on the desk and leisurely do you DIY 
nail art while reading or working at the same time. 

• EASY TO USE & SAVE YOUR MONEY: Quick and quiet, no need any fans. When you 
press ON/OFF button, it will start for 30s, and when you keep pressing ON/OFF button 
until the LED bulb is on, it will start for 60 seconds. You can DIY nails at home instead of 
going to salon. 

• USB POWERED & PORTABLE: You don't have to deal with tangled cables! Our UV 
LED nail lamp powered by USB cable, and it is very light, you can even hold it to dry your 
nails, it is ideal for constant travels. Dry your nails anytime, anywhere! 

• PROTECT YOUR EYES & SINKS: Curved housing design protect your eyes,Soft light 
prevents browning of your skin. Comparing with other products, its light is closer to white 
light, has no harm to eyes and skin. 

• CURE ALL KINDS of NAIL GELS : such as LED gel, gel polish, dip powder, poly nail 
gel. e.g. Base Coat, Top Coat, Color Gel, Hard Gels, Builder, acrylic, etc.All light beads 
adopt advanced technology-- dual optical wavelength (365nm-405nm), makes it works 
with all UV gel nail polish and LED gel nail polish. 
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Product name 5w cordless nail lamp 

Leds 3 bulbs 

Wired or Cordless Wireless,Chargeable 

Life time Around 50000h 

Atocnail part number ATC-TK1 

Color White or ODM color 

Output 100-240V AC 50/60HZ 1A 5v2a dc 

Product size 165*65*35mm 
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4. Product Details of 5w portable nail dryer machine with 

battery 

Wholesaler: Atocnail industry. TK1 serials 

Fast curing time: 15-20s 
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5. Product Qualification of 5w portable nail dryer machine 

with battery 

6 month guarantee for nail polish tools. 
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6. Deliver,Shipping And Serving of 5w portable nail dryer 

machine with battery 

Delivery: Air Sea 

Deliver time: Based on quantity,5-30 days 

Deliver time to EU/US: Air shipping 5-6 days arriving in Airport 

Price item: FOB/CIF 

7. FAQ of 5w portable nail dryer machine with battery 

Why don’t you write a price for nail lamp cordless? 
We would like talk price and details with you because different lamps need to be 
customized,Things like ETA,Colors etc 

Is it legal for me to sell on Amazon? 
Yes it is legal.This is our designed,But not a Infringing product 
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